Hempi.
My mother has something, it has a neck but it has no head, it has arms but it has no fingers.

Shirt.

60. Mi lollo hem go, mi lollo hem kom, a tan steifi.

Sigara.
I roll it hither I roll it thither, it remains stiff.
Cigar.

(Variant)

Mi lon go, mi lon kom, mi tan steifi.

Sigara.
I run hither, I run thither, I remain stiff.
Cigar.

61. Monki-monki tan steifi.

Sigara.
Monkey remains stiff.
Cigar.

62. Oen de libi na ini wan dosoe, sodra oen komopo, oen de dede wante.

Swafroë.
We live in a box, as soon as we come out we die.
Matches.

63. Mi mama habi wan sani, o moro langa a de libi, o moro a de sjatoe.

Kandra di de bron.
My mother has something, the longer it lives, the shorter it grows.
Burning candle.

64. Mi mama habi wan hosó nanga so meni postoe, ma a tanapoe na tapoë wan postoe nomo.